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1 .INTR~DUCT~~N 
In the past years, considerable work has been done in representation and 
processing of signals by stochastic methods, leading to the development of 
stochastic computing techniques [3, 4,8, 121. 
In stochastic computation, variables are represented by means of the 
probability of pulse occurrence of random pulse trains. This feature leads to 
the use of switching techniques to handle information in an analoglike 
organization [ 71. 
Stochastic computers perform mathematical operations such as addition, 
multiplication, delay, and integration by simple logical devices. The accuracy 
and speed of these computers, as well as their organization, are very suitable 
for process control [5]. 
The existence of the above interdependence between logic and arithmetic 
operations through the use of stochastic representation of variables suggested 
[6] the possibility of establishing a more general theory of the linkage of the 
two concepts through a mathematical transform. This transform relates 
bounded real functions with two-valued probabilistic states functions defined 
on the complex plane, and was called sigma-transform. 
The direct transform converts each value of the real function into an 
infinite set of two-valued states distributed along a direction parallel to the 
imaginary axis, the state probability being the real function value. 
An infinite set of two-valued functions defined in the complex plane are ,I- 
transforms of the same real function x(t). This real function can be obtained 
from any of those transforms by taking CesHro means for every value of c. 
Hence, this univoque process provides the inverse Z-transform. 
This paper proves the existence of the Z-transform of a given real function 
via random noise construction and relates logical operations in the EC- 
transform domain with arithmetic operations in the source domain. Finally, 
the extension to signed functions in two different ways is analysed. 
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2. CESARO MEANS OF TWO-VALUED SEQUENCES] 
Let A be a subset of nonnegative integers and let rA(n) be the number of 
elements of A smaller than or equal to n, that is 
z,(n) = #([O, n] n A). 
We set 
provided that the limit exists. Those sets such that 6(A) exists are said to 
have a_Cesaro density; we obviously have 0 < 6(A) < 1, 6(0) = 0, S(N) = 1. 
If A is the set theoretical complement of A, then rdn) = n - r,(n) and 
6(z) = 1 - 6(A), so that A and x both have Cesiro density or neither of 
them has. 
If A and B disjoint have Cesaro density, then r,,,(n) = t,(n) + t&) and 
6(A UB) = 6(A) + 6(B). Thus 6 is an additive set function defined on a 
certain class of subsets of N. It is well known that there exist sets in N 
which are not “&measurable,” for instance, A = (r~/2*~ < n < 22x+‘, 
K= 0, 1, 2,...,}. Furthermore 6 is translation invariant in the sense that 
&A + k) = 6(A) for r,+,(n) = r,(n - k) (k E R\1). 
Let la,,} be the indicator of A, that is, a, = 1 if n E A and ~1, = 0 if n & A. 
Then 
and 
i.e., the Cesiro limit of a two-valued sequence. 
In general we do not have d(A n B) = 6(A) . 6(B) and it is not possible to 
give a general criterion for b-independence of sets in N. 
Remark that if we associate a weight p, to every n E N such that 
Cp, = 1, we could define a “density” in the usual way. Nevertheless this 
“density” of two-valued sequences does not have good properties and in 
particular it can happen that given a E IR there exists only one set A c N 
such that 6(A) = a. 
’ Reference 19, 111. 
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3. C-TRANSFORM OF A FUNCTION 
Let x(t) be a real function with range in [0, 11. A Z-transform of x(t) is a 
function X(t + nj) defined on R x Nj c C such that X(t + nj) takes only the 
values 0 and 1. and moreover 
“,” + k$, X(t + kj) = x(t). 
We then write 
t x(t) = X(t + nj). 
Remark. We observe that the Z-transform is many valued as a map from 
[O, 11” to (0, 1 I IR x’i that is, if x(t) has a Z-transform, it may have many. In 
fact, let v, : N + N be’ an increasing sequence whose order of infinity is higher 
than n, set ao(,,) = 1, ak = 0 if k # (p(n). We obtain ak -+ 0 (Cesko). With a 
sequence of this type for every I E R we obtain a nonzero Z-transform of the 
zero function. 
3.1. Formal Construction of Random Noise [2] 
DEFINITION. A random process (Xi)iE, with laws P(Xi) = Pi such that: 
(1) Xi has range in [0, I] for i E I, 
(2) Xi, Xj are independent provided i fj 
is called a “noise” with respect o the family of probabilities (Pi)iE,. 
Those noises can be constructed in the following way: Let I be the index 
set and let Q = [0, 11’. For every finite Jc 1, J= {j, ,..., j,}, and for every 
finite family of Bore1 sets Bj,,..., Bjk in [0, 11, the set 
CJ(Bj, ~*--~ Bj,) = {w E Lllw(j,) E Bji, i = l,..., k] 
is called the “big cylinder” based on Bj,,..., Bj, on the places ji,..., j,. The 
family of big cylinders generates a Bore1 tribe denoted 
6r = @ 9[0, 11. 
iEI 
We define a set function P on every C,(B,.,,..., Bj,) by means of 
P(CJ(Bj,,***, BjJ) = fi Pji(Bi) 
i=l 
and then we can apply the Kolmogorov extension theorem to obtain a 
probability P = @ ie, Pi defined on the whole of 6Y. 
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The projections rri are measurable functions and are random variables 
such that for i fj, rci and rrj are independent. Each ni has probability law Pi. 
3.2. E-Transform Construction via Random Noise [ 1, lo] 
Let Z = R x N and let Pu,, be a family of probabilities with distribution 
function Fff,n). By 3.1 there exists a random noise (Xun,) associated to 
(PC,,,,). We define the random variables 
q,,,,w = 13 if &,&4 <x(t), 
= 0, if &,n,W > 4th 
which are two-valued, that is, they are indicators of the sets 
C ~~r,n~lW~ WI> =WV 4. 
By definition of P, we have 
and therefore 
PROPOSITION. Assume that FcI,,, does not depend on n. Then for every 
o E Q, except possibly a P-null set, we have 
for every t E R. 
Indeed, given t, the random variables Z, = XTt,n) are P-independent, heir 
variances are finite and uniformly bounded, and the series C,(var Z,/n’) 
converges. We apply Kolmogorov’s strong law of large numbers and if 
S, = CFz, Z,, we obtain 
WWm = FMt)) and Wm + FLW 
almost everywhere. 
In particular if F; is uniform in [0, I], we obtain 
Wm -+ x(0 
almost everywhere. 
COROLLARY. A E-transform exists for every function x(t). 
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Take XJt + nj) = X;r,nj( w ) f or w not belonging to the exceptional P-null 
set. 
It is an immediate consequence of this corollary that for every a E 10, 1 ] 
there exists at least one two-valued sequence converging to a (Cesiro), for 
we can Z-transform the constant function x(t) = a. 
3.3. Noise Modulation and Division 
Let (o : R + [0, K], K > 0 a real function. Given t E R, we define 
P,,.n,(s) = 02 if s < 0 or s > p(t), 
= VP(t), if 0 < s < q(t). 
This Pwl) is the uniform probability law on [0, p(t)]. Let Xct,nj be a noise 
with laws P(,,“, and by 3.2 
for every w in the complement of a null set. 
We can say that X(t + kj) is the Z-transform of the function obtained by 
dividing x(t) by the modulation function p(t). 
4. C-TRANSFORM OF A PRODUCT 
Let x(r), y(t) be functions with range in [O, I] and X:r,nJr YT,,nj associated 
C-transforms obtained by means of independent noises Xtf,nj, Y(,+,, .
We then have 
PROPOSITION. 
almost everywhere. 
Indeed, GnJ 7 Lnj being independent, XTr,“), YT,,,, are independent too. 
If for a fixed t we set Z, =X:!,,,, Y:l,,, and apply to Z, the strong law of 
large numbers, we obtain 
almost everywhere, and by independence, the former expression will be equal 
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to E(X?,,,,) E(Y;,,,,) =x(t) y(t) and the proposition follows from 
~T,,nG%, = X:r,n) * YL * 
We remark that “randomness” of the transform construction is essential in 
the former result, for the multiplicativity of the means follows from indepen- 
dence and not from formal properties of Cesiro means. 
LX-TRANSFORM OF A SUM 
5.1. Negation of a Z-Transform 
Let XL) be the Z-transform of a function x(t). For every w and t, 
X;,,,,(o) is a two-valued sequence and we denote by XY;l,n,(~) the negated 
sequence, that is, the one obtained by interchanging 0 and 1. The new 
random variable XTr,n, satisfies 
and from 
we obtain that XY;,,n, is a C-transform of 1 -x(t). 
5.2. Convex Combinations of Two Functions 
Let x(t), y(t), z(t) b e real functions with range in [0, 11. We say that 
4) = 44 x(t) + (1 - 40) y(t) is a convex combination of x(t) and y(t) with 
parameter z(t). 
PROPOSITION. If X*, Y*, Z* are the corresponding Z-transforms of x(t), 
y(t), 4th then 
(x* A z*> v (Y* A z*) 
is the Z-transform of the convex combination u(t) = x(t) z(t) + (1 - z(t)) y(t). 
Let us suppose that X*, Y*, Z* are independent. By Subsection 5.1, z* is 
the Z-transform of 1 - z(t) and by Section 4, Z* A X* is the Z-transform of 
x(t) z(t) and z* A Y* that of (1 - z(t)) y(t). 
But X* A Z* and Y* A z* have, for every t and w, disjoint supports, SO 
that X* A Z* + Y* A z* = (X* A Z*) V (Y* A .$?*). Hence, we obtain the 
proposition. 
Taking z(t) = 4 we obtain the Z-transform of the semisum of two 
functions. 
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6. EXTENSION TO SIGNED FUNCTIONS 
6.1. Reduction to [0, 1 1 Interval 
Let x(t) be a real function valued in [-1, 1 1. The former definition of Z‘- 
transform is still applicable with slight modifications, 
DEFINITION. A E-transform of x(t) is a function X(t + nj) defined on 
R x PJj c C such that X(t + nj) takes only the values 0 and 1 and moreover 
lim i kz, X(t + kj) = 
x(t) + 1 
2 . 
We have in this case 
PROPOSITION. There exist Z-transforms of x(t). 
Suppose that the noise XCt,n) also takes values in [ -1, 1 ] and define X;,, ,,) 
as in Subsection 3.2. It is obvious that 
where 4,n> = Clcf.n,l (1-1, x(t)]) and therefore P(c(t, n)) = F((,,,(x(t)). If 
F Cr,n) does not depend on n and is uniform, we will 
the strong law of large numbers 
almost everywhere. 
Now define the Z-transform of x(t) as a family 
obtained by fixing o not on the exceptional null set. 
have, by application of 
of sequences X(t + nj) 
PROPOSITION. If X;t,nj, YTMZ, are the two-valued random variables 
associated to the functions x(t), y(t), then (X:t,nj A Y7r,nj) V (XTr,n, A F7t,n,) 
is the one associated to x(t) y(t). 
We write X* for X7,,n). The variables X* A Y* and X* A Y* have 
disjoint supports, so that (X* A Y*) V (f* A P*) = (X* A Y*) + 
(X* A Y*), and E((X* A Y*) V @* A Y*)) = E(X* A Y*) + E(f* A Y*) = 
E(X” u*> + E(X” F*). 
If we have taken, as always, X*, Y* independent, we obtain E(X*Y*) + 
E(2*Y*) = E(X*) E(Y*) + E(T*) E(r*) = $(x(t) + l)(y(t) + 1) + 
(1 - 4(x(t) + I))( 1 - $( y(t) + 1)) = +(x(t) y(t) + l), and by the strong law of 
large numbers the proposition follows. 
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PROPOSITION. Ifx(t), y(t); z(t) are real functions with values in [-1, 11; 
[0, 1], the convex combination u(t) = x(t) z(t) + y(t)(l - z(t)) has associated 
random variable (X* A Z*) V (Y* A z*) provided that X*, Y*, Z* are 
associated to x(t), y(t), z(t) and independent. 
6.2. Extension to the Whole Discrete Imaginary Axis 
DEFINITION. Let x(t) be a real function with range [-1, 11. An extended 
E-transform is a pair of two-valued functions X,(t + nj), X,(t + nj) with 
domain on R x Nj c C such that 
1F t 2, X,(t + kj) - li; k k$, Xz(t + 4) = x(t)9 
for every t E R. 
It is obvious that if (Xi, X,) is an extended Stransform of x(t) and Z is a 
two-valued function of the same type having disjoint support with X, and 
X,, then (X, + Z, X, + Z) is an extended E-transform of x(t) since the 
former limit can be written 
lim i ii X,(t + kj) - X,(t + kj) =X(t). 
PROPOSITION. Given x(t) with range in [-1, 11, there exists an extended 
C-transform of x(t) and moreover the two components of the pair can be 
taken with disjoint support. 
In fact, let xf, x- be the positive and negative parts of x(t), and X4Cf,n), 
Xk.“, the associated random variables in the sense of Subsection 3.2. For o 
not lying in the exceptional null set of the proposition of 3.2, one obtains the 
required functions X, , X,. 
If Xr , X,* is this pair, one can take the variables XT A @ and 2: A X,* 
having disjoint support for every w. 
Let (Xi, X,) be an extended z-transform of x(t). The pair (Xl(t + nj), 
X,(t + nj)) defines a two-valued function U: R X Zj -+ (0, 1 } with 
IFi x zj c C ‘. The function U is 
U(t + kj) = X,(t + kj), if k > 0, 
= 0, if k = 0, 
= X,(t - kj), if k<O. 
PROPOSITION. Let (XT, X,*) be the pair of random variables associated 
to x(t) and (Y;“, Y$) the pair associated to y(t), with XT, X,*, Y:, YF 
independent and the pairs XT, X,* ; Yr , YF of disjoint support. Then 
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(X: A X,*) V (Yf A Yf), (Xf A Y:) V (X: A Y,*) is the pair associated with 
the product x(t) y(t). 
In fact, from the conditions one deduces that Xf A XF and YF A Y,* have 
disjoint support and that XT A YT, X,* A Y;” do too, so their suprema 
coincide with their sum. We then obtain, by independence 
E(X:’ A X;) V (Y,* A Y;) = E(X:) E(X,*) + E( Y:) E( Y;r) 
E(X: A Y;) V (X,* A Y:) = E(X:) E(Y;) + E(X:) E(Y,*), 
and subtracting we obtain [E(Xp) - E(Xf)] [E( YT) - E(YF)], and the 
proposition follows. 
PROPOSITION. Let x(t), y(t) be two functions with range in [ - 1, I] and 
z(t) a function with range in [0, I]. If (X,*,X,*), (Y:, YF) are the pairs 
associated with x(t), y(t) and Z* is the associate to z(t), then 
(XT A Z*) V (Y,* A if*), (XT A Z*) V (Y,* A Z*) 
is the pair associated with u(t) = x(t) z(t) + y(t)( 1 - z(t)). 
The result follows from the preceding proposition and Subsection 5.2. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
The Z-transform constitutes a generalization of the representation of 
variables used by stochastic computing methods. At the same time it 
provides a formal justification of some important concepts and procedures 
involved in such computing methods. 
Construction of the Z-transform via random noise allows us to give a 
simple proof of its existence. The possibility of obtaining several independent 
noises gives rise to the proofs of correspondence between the product and the 
sum of real functions and logical operations in the C-transform domain. By 
slight modificaton in the former definitions we can extend the same results to 
signed functions. 
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